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Introduction

UPDATE_2_0_5 has many minor updates/fixes that address multiple Remedy/CA tickets. It contains 1 Reminder Exchange entry: UPDATE_2_0_5_1 VA-MISC UPDATE 1

This update will update the following reminder dialogs:

1. VA-TEXT INFO SCREEN FOR AAA
2. VA-VANOD GP SKIN PROBLEMS OTHER
3. VA-PALLI CONSULT DIALOG VERSION 3.0
4. VA-PALLI CONS WORKLOAD MODULE INDV DLG
5. VA-AH-BPR PURPOSE STATEMENT
6. AH-BPR PULMONARY CONSULT RESULTS
7. VA-TDR HF READER PCC F/U TYPE OF VISIT
8. VA-BENEFICIARY TRAVEL(BT)
9. VA-TDI DG SKIN HISTORY
10. VA-CSP GP ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA 4 REV
11. VA-TDR-DG READER DX LESION GROUP B

The exchange file contains the following components:

GMRV VITAL TYPE
   BLOOD PRESSURE
   RESPIRATION
   PULSE
   TEMPERATURE
   WEIGHT
   PAIN

MH TESTS AND SURVEYS
   PHQ-2
   PHQ9

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD
   VA-BENE 45 BOX (REQUIRED)
   VA-BENE TRAV ESTIMATED TIME FRAME DISPLAY-ATTENDANT
   VA-BENEFIT TRAVEL
   VA-BENE TRAV WORD PROCESS RQD
   VA-BENE DATE REQUIRED
   VA-BENE TRAV ESTIMATED TIME FRAME DISPLAY-CAREGIVER
   VA-BENE TRAV WORD PROCESS REQUIRED
   VA-BENE TRAV CAREGIVER TYPE
   VA-BENE DATE
   VA-BENE TRAV INTER-FACILITY TRANSFER
   VA-BENE 45 BOX
   VA-BENE TRAV MEDICAL JUSTIFICATION STATEMENT DISPLAY
VA-BENE TRAV WORD PROCESSING
VA-BENE TRAV SPECIAL MODE OTHER NEEDS O2
VA-BENE TRAV SPECIAL MODE OTHER NEEDS IV
VA-BENE TRAV TYPE WC
VA-BENE TRAV WORD-indent Req
VA-BENE TRAV SM ALS DISPLAY
VA-BENE TRAV SPECIAL MODE EST TIME FRAME STATEMENT DISPLAY
VA-BENE TRAV CLINICAL CONDITION
VA-BENE TRAV YES NO
VA-BENE TRAV TYPE OF CARE PROVIDED
VA-BENE TRAV TRANSPORTATION CC MODES
VA-BENE TRAV POV NOT ACCESSABLE
VA-BENE TRAV MEDICALLY NECESSARY
VA-BENE TRAV EDIT 50 REQ
VA-BENE TRAV ESTIMATED TIME FRAME DISPLAY
VA-BENE TRAVEL ELIGIBILITY
VA-BENE TRAV AA HL
VA*PALLI BLANK SPACE1
VA*PALLI WP 3/70 INDENT4
VA*PALLI WP 10/70
VA*PALLI WP3/70
VA*PALLI WP 6/70
VA*PALLI TEXT-50
VA*PALLI PPS LINK
VA*PALLI WP 70/4 NO INDENT
VA-EB 65/240 I3*
AH-BPR BURN PIT REGISTRY
AH-BPR SELF-ASSESSMENT PT RESPONSES
VA-AAA SCREENING INFO
VANOD SKIN PROBLEMS OTHERS
BLANK WP MAND 2 LINE

HEALTH FACTORS
    VA-TDR CATEGORY-PROBLEM B
    VA-TDR DX Lesion B-NEVUS
    VA-TDR DX Lesion B-NON MALIG TUMOR
    VA-TDR DX Lesion B-SEB KERATOSIS
    VA-TDR DX Lesion B-DYSPLASTIC NEVUS
    VA-TDR DX Lesion B-ACTINIC KERATOSIS
    VA-TDR DX Lesion B-OTHER MALIGANT
    VA-TDR DX Lesion B-MELANOMA
    VA-TDR DX Lesion B-SCC
    VA-TDR DX Lesion B-BCC
    VA-TDR DX Lesion B-NEOPLASM UNC BEHAV
    VA-BENE ATTENDANT
    VA-BENE ATTENDANT-NO
    VA-BENE MEDICAL REASON ATTENDANT
VA-BENE MEDICAL REASON ATTENDANT-NO
VA-BENE TYPE OF APPOINTMENT
VA-BENE TYPE OF APPOINTMENT-INPT/NVCC
VA-BENE TYPE OF APPOINTMENT-OUTPT/NVCC
VA-BENE TYPE OF APPOINTMENT-INPT
VA-BENE TYPE OF APPOINTMENT-OUTPT
VA-BENE ATTENDANT-FAMILY/FRIEND
VA-BENE ATTENDANT-STAFF MEMBER
VA-BENE TRAV ESTIMATED TIME FRAME
VA-BENE ATTENDANT TRAV TIME FRAME 1YR
VA-BENE ATTENDANT TRAV TIME FRAME 6MTHS
VA-BENE ATTENDANT TRAV TIME FRAME 3MTHS
VA-BENE ATTENDANT TRAV TIME FRAME 1X
VA-BENE TYPE OF TRANSPORT/ASSISTANCE
VA-BENE TYPE OF TRANS/ASSIST-LODGING
VA-BENE TYPE OF TRANS/ASSIST-COM CARRIER
VA-BENE TYPE OF TRANS/ASSIST-WHEELCHAIR
VA-BENE MEDICAL REASON ATTENDANT-YES
VA-BENE SER DOG LEGALLY BLIND
VA-BENE SER DOG LEGALLY BLIND-NO
VA-BENE SER DOG LEGALLY BLIND-YES
VA-BENE SER DOG ABLE TO SELF TRANSPORT
VA-BENE SER DOG ABLE TO SELF TRNSPT-NO
VA-BENE SER DOG ABLE TO SELF TRNSPT-YES
VA-BENE SER DOG MEDICAL REASON
VA-BENE SER DOG MEDICAL REASON-MOBILITY
VA-BENE SER DOG MEDICAL REASON-HEARING
VA-BENE SER DOG MEDICAL REASON-VISUAL
VA-BENE TRAVEL
VA-BENE SERVICE DOG
VA-BENE TRAV MODE TRANSPORT
VA-BENE TRAV MODE TRANSPORT-OTHER
VA-BENE TRAV MODE TRANSPORT-PLANE
VA-BENE TRAV MODE TRANSPORT-TRAIN
VA-BENE TRAV MODE TRANSPORT-TRANSIT SYS
VA-BENE TRAV MODE TRANSPORT-BUS
VA-BENE TRAV MODE TRANSPORT-TAXI
VA-BENE CAREGIVER
VA-BENE CAREGIVER/TRAINING
VA-BENE CAREGIVER/SECONDARY (2)
VA-BENE CAREGIVER/SECONDARY (1)
VA-BENE CAREGIVER/PRIMARY
VA-BENE SM TYPE
VA-BENE SM TYPE WC
VA-BENE SM BLS REASON
VA-BENE SM BLS RIGID NECK BRACE
VA-BENE SM BLS VRE
VA-BENE SM BLS OTHER
VA-BENE SM BLS 02
VA-BENE SM BLS NG TUBE
VA-BENE SM BLS MRSA
VA-BENE SM BLS WEARING HALO
VA-BENE SM BLS FOLEY
VA-BENE SM BLS DNR
VA-BENE SM BLS DNI
VA-BENE SM BLS BARIATRIC STRETCHER
VA-BENE SM TYPE BLS TYPE
VA-BENE SM TYPE BLS TYPE RESTRAINT
VA-BENE SM TYPE BLS TYPE CARE
VA-BENE SM TYPE BLS TYPE STRETCHER
VA-BENE SM TYPE BLS
VA-BENE ALS REASON
VA-BENE SM ALS VRE+
VA-BENE SM ALS RIGID NECK BRACE
VA-BENE SM ALS RERAINTS/HIGH-RISK
VA-BENE SM ALS OTHER
VA-BENE SM ALS OPEN IV
VA-BENE SM ALS OPEN CENTRAL LINE
VA-BENE SM ALS OXYGEN
VA-BENE SM ALS NG TUBE
VA-BENE SM ALS MONITOR
VA-BENE SM ALS INTRAOUSSEOUS LINE
VA-BENE SM ALS FOLEY
VA-BENE SM ALS ENDOTRACHEAL INTUBATION
VA-BENE SM ALS EMERGENT TRANSPORT
VA-BENE SM ALS DNR
VA-BENE SM ALS DNI
VA-BENE SM ALS HIGH CPR
VA-BENE SM ALS CHEST TUBE
VA-BENE SM ALS BARIATRIC STRETCHER
VA-BENE SM ALS AIR AMBULANCE
VA-BENE SM TYPE ALS
VA-BENE SM FREQUENCY
VA-BENE SM FREQUENCY ROUND TRIP
VA-BENE SM FREQUENCY 1 WAY
VA-BENE SM DURATION
VA-BENE SM 1 YEAR
VA-BENE 6 MONTHS
VA-BENE SM 3 MONTHS
VA-BENE SM ONE TIME
VA-BENE SM MEDICAL JUSTIFICATION
VA-BENE SM MEDICAL JUSTIFICATION NO
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VA-BENE SM MEDICAL JUSTIFICATION YES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VA-BENE SM FACILITY TRANSFER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-BENE SM FACILITY TRANSFER NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-BENE SM FACILITY TRANSFER YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY DURATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY 1 YEAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY 6 MONTHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY 3 MONTHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY ONE TIME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY REASON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY REASON ESTAB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY REASON UNAVAIL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY SERVICE TYPE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY OTHER/SPEC CARE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY MH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-BENE A&amp;A/HB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-BENE HOUSEBOUND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-BENE AID AND ATTENDANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALLI CONSULT WORKLOAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALLI CONSULT NOT COUNSELING VISIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALLI CONSULT COUNSELING VISIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALLI CONSULT TEAM MEMBER INVOLVED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALLI CONSULT TEAM NUTRITIONIST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALLI CONSULT TEAM PHARMACIST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALLI CONSULT TEAM MH PROVIDER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALLI CONSULT TEAM CHAPLAIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALLI CONSULT TEAM OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALLI CONSULT TEAM SOCIAL WORKER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALLI CONSULT TEAM LVN/LPN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALLI CONSULT TEAM RN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALLI CONSULT USED WORKLOAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALLI CONSULT SOCIAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALLI CONSULT OTHER SOCIAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALLI CONSULT CAREGIVING NEEDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALLI CONSULT USED SOCIAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALLI CONSULT SPIRITUAL CONCERNS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALLI CONSULT SPIRITUAL CONCERNS YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALLI CONSULT USED SPIRITUAL CONCERNS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALLI CONSULT ASSESS/RECS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALLI CONSULT TX LIMIT HOSPITALIZATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALLI CONSULT TX LIMIT ICU TRANSFER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALLI CONSULT TX LIMIT FEEDING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALLI CONSULT TX LIMIT MECH VENTILATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALLI CONSULT TX LIMIT CPR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALLI CONSULT TX LIMIT NONE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PALLI CONSULT USED ASSESS/RECS
PALLI CONSULT PHYSICAL
PALLI CONSULT USED PHYSICAL EXAM
PALLI CONSULT CARE PLANNING
PALLI CONSULT TX LIMIT DOCUMENTED NO
PALLI CONSULT TX LIMIT DOCUMENTED YES
PALLI CONSULT SURROGATE DOC NO
PALLI CONSULT SURROGATE DOC YES
PALLI CONSULT SURROGATE IDENTIFIED NO
PALLI CONSULT SURROGATE IDENTIFIED YES
PALLI CONSULT DECISION INTACT
PALLI CONSULT DECISION IMPAIRED PERM
PALLI CONSULT DECISION IMPAIRED TEMP
PALLI CONSULT USED CARE PLANNING
PALLI CONSULT PALLIATIVE PERFORM. SCALE
PALLI CONSULT PPS SCORE 10%
PALLI CONSULT PPS SCORE 20%
PALLI CONSULT PPS SCORE 30%
PALLI CONSULT PPS SCORE 40%
PALLI CONSULT PPS SCORE 50%
PALLI CONSULT PPS SCORE 60%
PALLI CONSULT PPS SCORE 70%
PALLI CONSULT PPS SCORE 80%
PALLI CONSULT PPS SCORE 90%
PALLI CONSULT PPS SCORE 100%
PALLI CONSULT USED PPS
PALLI CONSULT PSYCH SYMPTOMS
PALLI CONSULT NOT STOP WORRY SEVERE
PALLI CONSULT NOT STOP WORRY MODERATE
PALLI CONSULT NOT STOP WORRY MILD
PALLI CONSULT NOT STOP WORRY NONE
PALLI CONSULT FEEL ANXIOUS SEVERE
PALLI CONSULT FEEL ANXIOUS MODERATE
PALLI CONSULT FEEL ANXIOUS MILD
PALLI CONSULT FEEL ANXIOUS NONE
PALLI CONSULT USED PSYCH SYMPTOMS
PALLI CONSULT SYMPTOMS
PALLI CONSULT OTHER SX3 PRESENT
PALLI CONSULT OTHER SX2 PRESENT
PALLI CONSULT OTHER SX1 PRESENT
PALLI CONSULT INSOMNIA PRESENT
PALLI CONSULT INSOMNIA NONE
PALLI CONSULT DIARRHEA PRESENT
PALLI CONSULT DIARRHEA NONE
PALLI CONSULT NAUSEA/VOMITING PRESENT
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PALLI CONSULT NAUSEA/VOMITING NONE
PALLI CONSULT ANOREXIA PRESENT
PALLI CONSULT ANOREXIA NONE
PALLI CONSULT CONSTIPATION PRESENT
PALLI CONSULT CONSTIPATION NONE
PALLI CONSULT DYSPNEA SEVERE
PALLI CONSULT DYSPNEA MODERATE
PALLI CONSULT DYSPNEA MILD
PALLI CONSULT DYSPNEA NONE
PALLI CONSULT DYSPNEA 10
PALLI CONSULT DYSPNEA 9
PALLI CONSULT DYSPNEA 8
PALLI CONSULT DYSPNEA 7
PALLI CONSULT DYSPNEA 6
PALLI CONSULT DYSPNEA 5
PALLI CONSULT DYSPNEA 4
PALLI CONSULT DYSPNEA 3
PALLI CONSULT DYSPNEA 2
PALLI CONSULT DYSPNEA 1
PALLI CONSULT DYSPNEA 0
PALLI CONSULT PAIN SEVERE
PALLI CONSULT PAIN MODERATE
PALLI CONSULT PAIN MILD
PALLI CONSULT PAIN NONE
PALLI CONSULT USED SYMPTOMS
PALLI CONSULT CLINICAL PRESENTATION
PALLI CONSULT OTHER MISUSE NO
PALLI CONSULT OTHER MISUSE YES
PALLI CONSULT OPIOID MISUSE NO
PALLI CONSULT OPIOID MISUSE YES
PALLI CONSULT ALCOHOL MISUSE NO
PALLI CONSULT ALCOHOL MISUSE YES
PALLI CONSULT TOBACCO MISUSE NO
PALLI CONSULT TOBACCO MISUSE YES
PALLI CONSULT SOURCE OTHER REPORT
PALLI CONSULT SOURCE SELF REPORT
PALLI CONSULT USED CLINICAL PRESENTATION
VA-TDI CATEGORY-HISTORY INFO
VA-TDI HX PROBLEM-MELANOMA FAMILY NO
VA-TDI HX PROBLEM-MELANOMA FAMILY YES
VA-TDI HX SKIN CA-OTHER/UNKNOWN YES
VA-TDI HX SKIN CA-MELANOMA YES
VA-TDI HX SKIN CA-SCC YES
VA-TDI HX SKIN CA-BCC YES
VA-TDI PCP HX PRIOR SKIN DISORDERS
VA-TDI HX IMMUNOSUPPRESSION
VA-TDI PCP SIG MED HX
VA-TDI HX NEW MED YES
SKIN ASSESSMENT
SKIN PROBLEM - OTHER

REMEMBER SPONSOR
Office of Telehealth Services Store and Forward Telehealth
Office of Nursing Service
Office of Mental Health Services
Office of Patient Care Services

REMEMBER TAXONOMY
PALLI CONS PT PREFER DOC YES (E)
PALLI CONS DYSPNEA SEVERE (E)
PALLI CONS DYSPNEA MILD (E)
PALLI CONS PAIN SEVERE (E)
PALLI CONS PAIN NONE (E)

REMEMBER DIALOG
VA-TDR-DG READER DX LESION GROUP B
VA-BENEFICIARY TRAVEL(BT)
VA-PALLI CONS WORKLOAD MODULE INDV DLG
VA-PALLI CONSULT DIALOG VERSION 3.0
VA-TDI DG SKIN HISTORY
VA-TDR HF READER PCC F/U TYPE OF VISIT
VA-AH-BPR PURPOSE STATEMENT
AH-BPR PULMONARY CONSULT RESULTS
VA-TEXT INFO SCREEN FOR AAA
VA-CSP GP ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA 4 REV
VA-VANOD GP SKIN PROBLEMS OTHER

HEALTH SUMMARY COMPONENT
VITAL SIGNS SELECTED
MHA Score
PROBLEM LIST ACTIVE

HEALTH SUMMARY TYPE
PALLI VITALS
PALLI WEIGHT
PALLI PHQ2 PH9
PALLI PROB LIST
AH-BPR PULM CONSULT;1;2Y

HEALTH SUMMARY OBJECTS
PALLI VITALS (TIU)
PALLI WEIGHTS (TIU)
PALLI PHQ2 PHQ9 (TIU)
PALLI PROB LIST (TIU)
AH-BPR PULM CONSULT RESULTS;1;2Y (TIU)

TIU DOCUMENT DEFINITION
PATIENT WEIGHT
PALLI VITALS (TIU)
PALLI WEIGHTS (TIU)
PALLI PHQ2 PHQ9 (TIU)
PAIN
ALLERGIES/ADR
ACTIVE MEDICATIONS
PALLI PROB LIST (TIU)
AH-BPR PULM CONSULT RESULTS;1;2Y
1. **Update to Reminder Dialog Group VA-VANOD GP SKIN PROBLEMS OTHER**

Prior to this update, the MULTIPLE SELECTION PROMPT for group VA-VANOD GP SKIN PROBLEMS OTHER was set to one selection only. This meant that if the user entered text in the required text field and also clicked the radio button below, the text entered would not show in the progress note. *The addition of SEQUENCE 6 to this group, element VANOD SKIN PROBLEMS OTHER LIST, was initially a local edit that was distributed to multiple sites. This update will correct the problems for the sites that were using this element and add the element to those that did not have it installed.*

Before:

![Before screenshot](image1)

After:

![After screenshot](image2)

The MULTIPLE SELECTION PROMPT for the group VA-VANOD GP SKIN PROBLEMS OTHER is set to one or more selection

Sequence 6 in the Group VA-VANOD GP SKIN PROBLEMS OTHER is now a National element and is named: VA-VANOD SKIN PROBLEMS OTHER LIST
2. Update of Reminder Dialog Group VA-CSP GP ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA 4 REV

The word “participationg “ contained within the dialog text contains an extra letter.

This spelling error has been corrected in this update.

3. Update of Reminder Dialog VA-TEXT INFO SCREEN FOR AAA.

On element VA-TBI URLs, there was an additional word “is” in the dialog text.

This has been corrected in this update.

4. Update of Reminder Dialog AH-BPR PULMONARY CONSULT RESULTS

Health summary type AH-BPR PULM CONSULT;1;2Y has the TITLE misspelled. “Pulmonary Consult Results”. It should be “Pulmonary Consult Results”. This has been corrected in this update.

5. Update of Reminder Dialog VA-AH-BPR PURPOSE STATEMENT

In the dialog group VA-AH-BPR PURPOSE STATEMENT there are two instances in the dialog text where the word Veteran was not capitalized.

This has been corrected in this update.

6. Update of Reminder Dialog VA-TDR HF READER PCC F/U TYPE OF VISIT

Element VA-TDR HF READER PCC F/U TYPE OF VISIT was updated to remove the finding item VA-TDR RETURN PCC F/U TYPE (HEALTH FACTOR)
7. Update of Reminder Dialog VA-TDI DG SKIN HISTORY
In Group VA-TDI DG SKIN HISTORY sequence 10 was updated from Group name VA-TDI DG HX PROBLEM Q MELANOMA FAMILY TO group name VA-TDI DG HX MELANOMA FAMILY

Before:

Has anyone in your family had a type of skin cancer called melanoma?

Family melanoma history:

- [ ] None reported  [ ] parent  [ ] sibling  [ ] child  [ ] other:

After:

Has anyone in your family had a type of skin cancer called melanoma?

- [ ] None Reported
- [ ] Family melanoma history:

8. Update of Reminder Dialog VA-PALLI CONSULT DIALOG VERSION 3.0

a. Sequence 50 VA-PALLI CONS WORKLOAD GP was removed from Group VA-PALLI CONSULT DIALOG VERSION 3.0. Do to the complexity and volume of ICD10 codes contained with the taxonomies used to record workload, the decision was made to remove the workload module portion of the Palliative Care templates. Providers should use encounters to enter the appropriate diagnosis codes.

Before:

- [ ] ASSESSMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS
  - WORKLOAD CAPTURE
    - In addition to the medical provider (MD/DD, NP, PA, or CNS), the following bedside consult team members were involved in the initial Palliative Care evaluation: [WORKLOAD CAPTURE MODULE]

For inpatient and outpatient hospice and palliative care consults, this section will populate the encounter form. If the appropriate ICD-9 code is not listed below, enter the diagnosis on the encounter form after you complete the note.

Primary Palliative Care Diagnosis [WORKLOAD CAPTURE MODULE]
- [ ] Cancer & Hematologic Conditions [WORKLOAD CAPTURE MODULE]

After:

- [ ] Start Palliative Care Consult
  - Palliative Care National Clinical Template Version 3.0
    - CLINICAL PRESENTATION
    - SOCIAL HISTORY
    - REVIEW OF SYMPTOMS
    - PALLIATIVE PERFORMANCE SCALE (PPSv2) version 2
    - CARE PLANNING
    - SPIRITUAL CONCERNS
    - PHYSICAL EXAMINATION
    - ASSESSMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS
b. Taxonomy PALLI CONS PT PREFER DOC NO (E) was removed as an additional finding from elements VA-PALLI CONS SURROGATE INFO DOC NO (E) and VA-PALLI CONS PT PREFER DOC NO (E). This taxonomy contained no valid codes.

9. Update of Reminder Dialog VA-PALLI CONS WORKLOAD MODULE INDV DLG.
Reminder Dialog VA-PALLI CONS WORKLOAD MODULE INDV DLG Was updated to a status of DISABLE AND DO NOT SEND MESSAGE.

10. Update to the Reminder Dialog VA-BENEFICIARY TRAVEL (BT).
Grammatical/spelling errors corrected throughout the reminder dialog VA-BENEFICIARY TRAVEL (BT).

11. Update of Reminder Dialog VA-TDR-DG READER DX LESION GROUP B.
Reminder Dialog Group VA-TDR-DG READER DX LESION GROUP B was updated to add an additional option to document NEVUS.

Before:

![Before image]

After:

![After image]
Install Details

This update is being distributed as a web host file. The address for the host file is: http://vista.med.va.gov/reminders/UPDATE_2_0_5.PRD

The file will be installed using Reminder Exchange, programmer access is not required.

Installation:

This update can be loaded with users on the system. Installation could take 20-30 minutes.

***Please make sure you have installed Clinical reminder Update_2_0_1 prior to the installation of this update.
Pre-Installation

1. Inquire about the health summary type AH-BPR PULM CONSULT;1;2Y and identify what note titles are currently mapped.
   Select Build Health Summary Type Menu <TEST ACCOUNT> Option: INFORMATION MENU
      1  Inquire about a Health Summary Type
      2  List Health Summary Types
      3  Inquire about a Health Summary Component
      4  List Health Summary Components
      5  List Health Summary Component Descriptions

   Select Information Menu <TEST ACCOUNT> Option: 1  Inquire about a Health Summary Type
   Select Health Summary Type: AH-BPR PULM CONSULT;
   AH-Bpr Pulm Consult;1;2y (Pulmonary Consult Results)
   OK? YES//  AH-BPR PULM CONSULT;1;2Y

   DEVICE:  TELNET PORT   Right Margin: 80//
   The Health Summary Type structure should look similar to this:
   Type Name:  AH-BPR PULM CONSULT;1;2Y
   Title:  Pulmonary Consult Results
   Owner:
   SUPPRESS PRINT OF COMPONENTS WITHOUT DATA:  yes
   SUPPRESS SENSITIVE PRINT DATA:  NO SSN
   Max       Hos   ICD   Pro  CPT
   Abb   Ord Component Name     Occ  Time  Loc  Text  Nar  Mod  Selection
   SPN   5       Pulmonary consult    1    2Y    PULMONARY
   CONSULT RESULT NOTE

2. Inquire to the Group VA-BENEFACTORY TRAVEL GP AID AND ATTENDENCE HOUSEHOLD and identify the order used as the finding item. This order will be used in multiple places when installing the reminder dialog. During the installation, when this prompt “FINDING entry Q. ORZ VA BENEFICIARY TRAVEL does not exist. Select one of the following:” appears during installation, you will replace with your local QO for beneficiary travel

3. Inquire on the group VA-BENE TRAV GP OPTIONAL INTER-FACILITY TRANSFER YES and identify the order used as the finding item. This order will be used when installing the reminder dialog. During the installation, when this prompt “FINDING entry Q. ORZ BENE TRAV OPTIONAL INTER-FACILITY does not exist. Select one of the following:” appears during installation, you will replace with your local QO for beneficiary travel inter-facility transfer. Your facility may not have an order as a finding item for this group. If you do not have an order as a finding item, when this prompt “FINDING entry Q. ORZ BENE TRAV OPTIONAL INTER-FACILITY does not exist. Select one of the following:” appears during installation, you will delete the finding item.
Install Example

To Load the Web Host File. Navigate to Reminder exchange in Vista

**Exchange File Entries.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Date Packed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>001 PALLIATIVE CONSULT</td>
<td>AUSTIN@WEST LA VAMC</td>
<td>03/09/2011@10:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VERSION 3.0 (3/9/11)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>AJM IMMUNIZATION SERIES</td>
<td>MONTGOMERY@BEDFORD VAMC</td>
<td>03/22/2011@10:57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>AJM PH FOR BECKY</td>
<td>MONTGOMERY@BEDFORD VAMC</td>
<td>04/13/2011@19:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>AJM PH FOR BECKY</td>
<td>MONTGOMERY@BEDFORD VAMC</td>
<td>04/14/2011@09:49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>AJM PXNAT TEST</td>
<td>MONTGOMERY@BEDFORD VAMC</td>
<td>04/11/2011@15:56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>BOINUR NHCU ADL REMINDER</td>
<td>MOORE@BOISE VAMC</td>
<td>03/13/2007@14:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>DEPRESSION/PTSD REMINDER TERM</td>
<td>VOLPP@NORTHERN CAL</td>
<td>02/26/2010@12:07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UPDATES - PATCH 17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ECOE REMINDER DIALOGS</td>
<td>CARTER@SALT LAKE CI</td>
<td>08/28/2013@09:38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the **Select Action:** prompt, enter **LWH** for Load Web Host File

At the **Input the url for the .prd file:** prompt, type or copy and paste the following web address:

**http://vista.med.va.gov/reminders/UPDATE_2_0_5.PRD**

You should see a message at the top of your screen that the file successfully loaded.
Search and locate an entry titled UPDATE_2_0_5 MISC UPDATE 1 in Reminder exchange

At the Select Action prompt, enter IFE for Install Exchange File Entry
Enter the number that corresponds with your entry titled UPDATE_2_0_5 MISC UPDATE 1 (in this example it is entry 58, it will vary by site)

At the Select Action prompt, type IA for Install all Components and hit enter.

Here is the detail on the installation including the prompts you COULD see during installation and how you should answer them (NOTE: You may not see every Install/Override option depending on what has already been installed or modified in your system)

Select Action: Next Screen// IA  Install all Components
TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-BENE 45 BOX (REQUIRED) already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-BENE TRAV ESTIMATED TIME FRAME
DISPLAY-ATTENDANT already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-BENEFIT TRAVEL already exists but the packed component is different, what do you want to do?

Select one of the following:

C         Create a new entry by copying to a new name
O         Overwrite the current entry
U         Update
Q         Quit the install
S         Skip, do not install this entry

Enter response: O// overwrite the current entry
Are you sure you want to overwrite? N// YES

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-BENE TRAV WORD PROCESS RQD already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-BENE DATE REQUIRED already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-BENE TRAV ESTIMATED TIME FRAME DISPLAY-CAREGIVER already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-BENE TRAV WORD PROCESS REQUIRED already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-BENE TRAV CAREGIVER TYPE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-BENE DATE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-BENE TRAV INTER-FACILITY TRANSFER already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-BENE 45 BOX already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-BENE TRAV MEDICAL JUSTIFICATION STATEMENT DISPLAY already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-BENE TRAV WORD PROCESSING already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-BENE TRAV SPECIAL MODE OTHER NEEDS O2 already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-BENE TRAV SPECIAL MODE OTHER NEEDS IV already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.
TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-BENE TRAV TYPE WC already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-BENE TRAV WORD INDENT REQ already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-BENE TRAV SM ALS DISPLAY already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-BENE TRAV SPECIAL MODE EST TIME FRAME STATEMENT DISPLAY already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-BENE TRAV CLINICAL CONDITION already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-BENE TRAV YES NO already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-BENE TRAV TYPE OF CARE PROVIDED already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-BENE TRAV TRANSPORTATION CC MODES already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-BENE TRAV POV NOT ACCESSIBLE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-BENE TRAV MEDICALLY NECESSARY already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-BENE TRAV EDIT 50 REQ already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-BENE TRAV ESTIMATED TIME FRAME DISPLAY already exists but the packed component is different, what do you want to do?

Select one of the following:

C Create a new entry by copying to a new name
O Overwrite the current entry
U Update
Q Quit the install
S Skip, do not install this entry

Enter response: O// overwrite the current entry
Are you sure you want to overwrite? Y// YES

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-BENE TRAVEL ELIGIBILITY already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-BENE TRAV AA HL already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.
TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA*PALLI BLANK SPACE1 already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA*PALLI WP 3/70 INDENT4 already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA*PALLI WP 10/70 already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA*PALLI WP3/70 already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA*PALLI WP 6/70 already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA*PALLI TEXT-50 already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA*PALLI PPS LINK already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA*PALLI WP 70/4 NO INDENT already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-EB 65/240 I3* already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named AH-BPR BURN PIT REGISTRY already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named AH-BPR SELF-ASSESSMENT PT RESPONSES already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named VA-AAA SCREENING INFO already exists but the packed component is different, what do you want to do?

Select one of the following:

C  Create a new entry by copying to a new name
O  Overwrite the current entry
U  Update
Q  Quit the install
S  Skip, do not install this entry

Enter response: O // overwrite the current entry
Are you sure you want to overwrite? N // YES

TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry VANOD SKIN PROBLEMS OTHERS is NEW, what do you want to do?

Select one of the following:

C  Create a new entry by copying to a new name
I  Install
Q  Quit the install
S  Skip, do not install this entry

Enter response: I// nstall
TIU TEMPLATE FIELD entry named BLANK WP MAND 2 LINE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.
HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-TDR CATEGORY-PROBLEM B already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.
HEALTH FACTORS entry VA-TDR DX LESION B-NEVUS is NEW, what do you want to do?

Select one of the following:
C  Create a new entry by copying to a new name
I  Install
Q  Quit the install
S  Skip, do not install this entry

Enter response: I// nstall
HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-TDR DX LESION B-NON MALIG TUMOR already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.
HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-TDR DX LESION B-SEB KERATOSIS already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.
HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-TDR DX LESION B-DYSPLASTIC NEVUS already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.
HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-TDR DX LESION B-ACTINIC KERATOSIS already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.
HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-TDR DX LESION B-OTHER MALIGNANT already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.
HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-TDR DX LESION B-MELANOMA already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.
HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-TDR DX LESION B-SCC already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.
HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-TDR DX LESION B-BCC already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.
HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-TDR DX LESION B-NEOPLASM UNC BEHAV already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.
HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE ATTENDANT already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.
HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE ATTENDANT-NO already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.
HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE MEDICAL REASON ATTENDANT already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.
HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE MEDICAL REASON ATTENDANT-NO already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE TYPE OF APPOINTMENT already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE TYPE OF APPOINTMENT-INPT/NVCC already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE TYPE OF APPOINTMENT-OUTPT/NVCC already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE TYPE OF APPOINTMENT-INPT already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE TYPE OF APPOINTMENT-OUTPT already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE ATTENDANT-FAMILY/FRIEND already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE ATTENDANT-STAFF MEMBER already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE TRAV ESTIMATED TIME FRAME already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE ATTENDANT TRAV TIME FRAME 1YR already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE ATTENDANT TRAV TIME FRAME 6MTHS already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE ATTENDANT TRAV TIME FRAME 3MTHS already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE ATTENDANT TRAV TIME FRAME 1X already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE TYPE OF TRANSPORT/ASSISTANCE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE TYPE OF TRANS/ASSIST-LODGING already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE TYPE OF TRANS/ASSIST-COM CARRIER already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE TYPE OF TRANS/ASSIST-WHEELCHAIR already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE MEDICAL REASON ATTENDANT-YES already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.
HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SER DOG LEGALLY BLIND already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SER DOG LEGALLY BLIND-NO already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SER DOG LEGALLY BLIND-YES already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SER DOG ABLE TO SELF TRANSPORT already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SER DOG ABLE TO SELF TRNSPT-NO already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SER DOG ABLE TO SELF TRNSPT-YES already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SER DOG MEDICAL REASON already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SER DOG MEDICAL REASON-MOBILITY already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SER DOG MEDICAL REASON-Hearing already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SER DOG MEDICAL REASON-VISUAL already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE TRAVEL already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SERVICE DOG already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE TRAV MODE TRANSPORT already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE TRAV MODE TRANSPORT-OTHER already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE TRAV MODE TRANSPORT-PLANE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE TRAV MODE TRANSPORT-TRAIN already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE TRAV MODE TRANSPORT-TRANSIT SYS already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE TRAV MODE TRANSPORT-BUS already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.
HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE TRAV MODE TRANSPORT-TAXI already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE CAREGIVER already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE CAREGIVER/TRAINING already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE CAREGIVER/SECONDARY (2) already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE CAREGIVER/SECONDARY (1) already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE CAREGIVER/PRIMARY already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM TYPE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM TYPE WC already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM BLS REASON already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM BLS RIGID NECK BRACE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM BLS VRE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM BLS OTHER already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM BLS 02 already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM BLS NG TUBE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM BLS MRSA already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM BLS WEARING HALO already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM BLS FOLEY already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM BLS DNR already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.
HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM BLS DNI already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM BLS BARIATRIC STRETCHER already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM TYPE BLS TYPE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM TYPE BLS TYPE RESTRAINT already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM TYPE BLS TYPE CARE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM TYPE BLS TYPE STRETCHER already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM BLS already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE ALS REASON already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM ALS VRE+ already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM ALS RIGID NECK BRACE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM ALS RESTRAINTS/HIGH-RISK already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM ALS OTHER already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM ALS OPEN IV already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM ALS OPEN CENTRAL LINE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM ALS OXYGEN already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM ALS NG TUBE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM ALS MONITOR already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM ALS INTRAOSSEOUS LINE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.
HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM ALS FOLEY already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM ALS ENDOTRACHEAL INTUBATION already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM ALS EMERGENT TRANSPORT already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM ALS DNR already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM ALS DNI already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM ALS HIGH CPR already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM ALS CHEST TUBE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM ALS BARIATRIC STRETCHER already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM ALS AIR AMBULANCE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM TYPE ALS already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM FREQUENCY already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM FREQUENCY ROUND TRIP already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM FREQUENCY 1 WAY already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM DURATION already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM 1 YEAR already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM 6 MONTHS already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM 3 MONTHS already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM ONE TIME already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.
HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM MEDICAL JUSTIFICATION already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM MEDICAL JUSTIFICATION NO already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM MEDICAL JUSTIFICATION YES already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM FACILITY TRANSFER already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM FACILITY TRANSFER NO already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE SM FACILITY TRANSFER YES already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY DURATION already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY 1 YEAR already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY 6 MONTHS already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY 3 MONTHS already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY ONE TIME already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY REASON already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY REASON ESTAB already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY REASON UNAVAIL already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY SERVICE TYPE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY OTHER/SPEC CARE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY MH already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE NEAREST FACILITY PC already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.
HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE A&A/HB already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE HOUSEBOUND already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-BENE AID AND ATTENDANCE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT WORKLOAD already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT NOT COUNSELING VISIT already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT COUNSELING VISIT already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT TEAM MEMBER INVOLVED already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT TEAM NUTRITIONIST already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT TEAM PHARMACIST already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT TEAM MH PROVIDER already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT TEAM CHAPLAIN already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT OTHER already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT TEAM SOCIAL WORKER already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT TEAM LVN/LPN already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT TEAM RN already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT USED WORKLOAD already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT OTHER SOCIAL already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.
HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT CAREGIVING NEEDS already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT USED SOCIAL already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT SPIRITUAL CONCERNS already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT SPIRITUAL CONCERNS YES already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT USED SPIRITUAL CONCERNS already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT ASSESS/RECS already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT TX LIMIT HOSPITALIZATION already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT TX LIMIT ICU TRANSFER already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT TX LIMIT FEEDING already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT TX LIMIT MECH VENTILATION already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT TX LIMIT CPR already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT TX LIMIT NONE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT USED ASSESS/RECS already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT PHYSICAL already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT USED PHYSICAL EXAM already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT CARE PLANNING already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT TX LIMIT DOCUMENTED NO already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT TX LIMIT DOCUMENTED YES already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.
HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT SURROGATE DOC NO already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT SURROGATE DOC YES already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT SURROGATE IDENTIFIED NO already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT SURROGATE PHONE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT SURROGATE IDENTIFIED YES already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT DECISION INTACT already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT DECISION IMPAIRED PERM already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT DECISION IMPAIRED TEMP already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT USED CARE PLANNING already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT PALLIATIVE PERFORM. SCALE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT PPS SCORE 10% already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT PPS SCORE 20% already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT PPS SCORE 30% already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT PPS SCORE 40% already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT PPS SCORE 50% already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT PPS SCORE 60% already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT PPS SCORE 70% already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT PPS SCORE 80% already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.
HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT PPS SCORE 90% already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT PPS SCORE 100% already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT USED PPS already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT PSYCH SYMPTOMS already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT NOT STOP WORRY SEVERE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT NOT STOP WORRY MODERATE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT NOT STOP WORRY MILD already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT NOT STOP WORRY NONE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT FEEL ANXIOUS SEVERE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT FEEL ANXIOUS MODERATE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT FEEL ANXIOUS MILD already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT FEEL ANXIOUS NONE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT USED PSYCH SYMPTOMS already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT SYMPTOMS already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT OTHER SX3 PRESENT already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT OTHER SX2 PRESENT already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT OTHER SX1 PRESENT already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT INSOMNIA PRESENT already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.
HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT INSOMNIA NONE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT DIARRHEA PRESENT already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT DIARRHEA NONE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT NAUSEA/VOMITING PRESENT already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT NAUSEA/VOMITING NONE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT ANOREXIA PRESENT already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT ANOREXIA NONE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT CONSTIPATION PRESENT already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT CONSTIPATION NONE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT DYSPNEA SEVERE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT DYSPNEA MODERATE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT DYSPNEA MILD already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT DYSPNEA NONE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT DYSPNEA 10 already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT DYSPNEA 9 already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT DYSPNEA 8 already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT DYSPNEA 7 already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT DYSPNEA 6 already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.
HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT DYSPNEA 5 already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT DYSPNEA 4 already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT DYSPNEA 3 already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT DYSPNEA 2 already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT DYSPNEA 1 already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT DYSPNEA 0 already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT PAIN SEVERE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT PAIN MODERATE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT PAIN MILD already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT PAIN NONE already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT USED SYMPTOMS already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT CLINICAL PRESENTATION already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT OTHER MISUSE NO already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT OTHER MISUSE YES already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT OPIOID MISUSE NO already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT OPIOID MISUSE YES already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT ALCOHOL MISUSE NO already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT ALCOHOL MISUSE YES already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.
HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT TOBACCO MISUSE NO already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT TOBACCO MISUSE YES already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT SOURCE OTHER REPORT already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT SOURCE SELF REPORT already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named PALLI CONSULT USED CLINICAL PRESENTATION already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-TDI CATEGORY-HISTORY INFO already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-TDI HX PROBLEM-MELANOMA FAMILY NO is NEW, what do you want to do?

Select one of the following:

C Create a new entry by copying to a new name
I Install
Q Quit the install
S Skip, do not install this entry

Enter response: **Install**

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-TDI HX PROBLEM-MELANOMA FAMILY YES already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-TDI HX SKIN CA-OTHER/UNKNOWN YES already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-TDI HX SKIN CA-MELANOMA YES already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-TDI HX SKIN CA-SCC YES already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-TDI HX SKIN CA-BCC YES already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-TDI PCP HX PRIOR SKIN DISORDERS already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-TDI HX IMMUNOSUPPRESSION already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-TDI PCP SIG MED HX already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.
HEALTH FACTORS entry named VA-TDI HX NEW MED YES already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named SKIN ASSESSMENT already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH FACTORS entry named SKIN PROBLEM - OTHER already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

REMINDER SPONSOR entry named Office of Mental Health Services already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

REMINDER SPONSOR entry named Office of Telehealth Services Store and Forward Telehealth already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

REMINDER SPONSOR entry named Office of Patient Care Services already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

REMINDER SPONSOR entry named Office of Nursing Service already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

REMINDER TAXONOMY entry named PALLI CONS PT PREFER DOC YES (E) already exists but the packed component is different, what do you want to do?

Select one of the following:

C Create a new entry by copying to a new name
O Overwrite the current entry
U Update
Q Quit the install
S Skip, do not install this entry

Enter response: O// overwrite the current entry
Are you sure you want to overwrite? N// YES

REMINDER TAXONOMY entry named PALLI CONS DYSPNEA SEVERE (E) already exists but the packed component is different, what do you want to do?

Select one of the following:

C Create a new entry by copying to a new name
O Overwrite the current entry
U Update
Q Quit the install
S Skip, do not install this entry

Enter response: O// overwrite the current entry
Are you sure you want to overwrite? N// YES

REMINDER TAXONOMY entry named PALLI CONS DYSPNEA MILD (E) already exists but the packed component is different, what do you want to do?
Enter response: O// verwrite the current entry
Are you sure you want to overwrite? N// YES
REMINDER TAXONOMY entry named PALLI CONS PAIN SEVERE (E) already exists but the packed component is different, what do you want to do?

Select one of the following:

C Create a new entry by copying to a new name
O Overwrite the current entry
U Update
Q Quit the install
S Skip, do not install this entry

Enter response: O// verwrite the current entry
Are you sure you want to overwrite? N// YES
REMINDER TAXONOMY entry named PALLI CONS PAIN NONE (E) already exists but the packed component is different, what do you want to do?

Select one of the following:

C Create a new entry by copying to a new name
O Overwrite the current entry
U Update
Q Quit the install
S Skip, do not install this entry

Enter response: O// verwrite the current entry
Are you sure you want to overwrite? N// YES
Since there are 11 reminder dialogs to be installed with this UPDATE, you will be prompted 11 separate times to install the dialog components

At the **Select Action** prompt, type **IA** to install the dialog – **VA-TDR-DG READER DX LESION GROUP B**

Select Action: Quit// IA Install All
Install reminder dialog and all components with no further changes: **Y// ES**

You will then be returned to this screen. At the **Select Action** prompt, type **Q**.
At the **Select Action** prompt, type **IA** to install the dialog – VA-BENEFICIARY TRAVEL DURING THIS INSTALL YOU WILL BE PROMPTED SEVERAL TIMES TO INSERT YOUR LOCAL QUICK ORDERS IDENTIFIED IN THE PREINSTALL INSTRUCTIONS.

Select Action: Quit// IA Install All

All dialog components for VA-BENEFICIARY TRAVEL (BT) already exist.

WARNING - some components already used by:

VA-TDR-DG READER DX PROBLEM B (Dialog Group)

Install reminder dialog and all components with no further changes: **Y// ES**

You will then be returned to this screen. At the **Select Action** prompt, type **Q**.
At the Select Action prompt, type **IA** to install the dialog – VA-PALLI CONS WORKLOAD MODULE INDV DLG.

Select Action: Next Screen// IA

All dialog components for VA-PALLI CONS WORKLOAD MODULE INDV DLG already exist.

WARNING - some components already used by:
- VA-PALLI CONS WORKLOAD GP (Dialog Group)
- VA-TDR-DG READER DX PROBLEM B (Dialog Group)

Install reminder dialog and all components with no further changes: **Y//ES**

You will then be returned to this screen. At the Select Action prompt, type **Q**.
At the Select Action prompt, type IA to install the dialog – VA-PALLI CONSULT DIALOG VERSION 3.0

Select Action: Next Screen/ IA  Install All

All dialog components for VA-PALLI CONSULT DIALOG VERSION 3.0 already exist. WARNING - some components already used by:
V7-GP DEP PHQ2 (Dialog Group)
VA-CSP GP DEPRESSION SCREEN PHQ2 (Dialog Group)
VA-DEP PHQ2 (Dialog Group)
VA-GP DEP PHQ-2 (Dialog Group)
VA-PALLI CONS ASSESS/RECOM MODULE INDV GP (Dialog Group)
VA-PALLI CONS CARE PLANNING MODULE INDV GP (Dialog Group)
VA-PALLI CONS CLINICAL PRESENTATION MODULE-INDV GP (Dialog Group)
VA-PALLI CONS INTRO YES GP (Dialog Group)
VA-PALLI CONS PHYSICAL EXAM MODULE INDV GP (Dialog Group)
VA-PALLI CONS PPS MODULE INDV GP (Dialog Group)
VA-PALLI CONS REVIEW OF SYMPTOMS MODULE INDV GP (Dialog Group)
VA-PALLI CONS SOCIAL HISTORY MODULE INDV GP (Dialog Group)
VA-PALLI CONS SPIRITUAL MODULE INDV GP (Dialog Group)
VA-PALLI CONS WORKLOAD GP (Dialog Group)
VA-TDR-DG READER DX PROBLEM B (Dialog Group)
Install reminder dialog and all components with no further changes; Y//ES

**NOTE: This is a very large dialog and could take 15-30 minutes to install**
When the installation is complete, you will be returned to this screen. At the Select Action prompt, type Q.

At the Select Action prompt, type IA to install the dialog – VA-TDI DG SKIN HISTORY

Select Action: Next Screen // IA  Install All
All dialog components for VA-TDI DG SKIN HISTORY already exist.
WARNING - some components already used by:
V7-GP DEP PHQ2 (Dialog Group)
VA-CSP GP DEPRESSION SCREEN PHQ2 (Dialog Group)
VA-DEP PHQ2 (Dialog Group)
Install reminder dialog and all components with no further changes: Y// ES

You will then be returned to this screen. At the Select Action prompt, type Q to quit.
At the Select Action prompt, type **IA** to install the dialog – **VA-TDR HF READER PCC F/U TYPE OF VISIT**

Select Action: Quit//IA

All dialog components for VA-TDR HF READER PCC F/U TYPE OF VISIT already exist.

WARNING - some components already used by:

V7-GP DEP PHQ2 (Dialog Group)

VA-CSP GP DEPRESSION SCREEN PHQ2 (Dialog Group)

VA-DEP PHQ2 (Dialog Group)

VA-GP DEP PHQ-2 (Dialog Group)

VA-PALLI CONS ASSESS/RECOM MODULE INDV GP (Dialog Group)

VA-PALLI CONS CARE PLANNING MODULE INDV GP (Dialog Group)

VA-PALLI CONS CLINICAL PRESENTATION MODULE-INDV GP (Dialog Group)

VA-PALLI CONS INTRO YES GP (Dialog Group)

VA-PALLI CONS PHYSICAL EXAM MODULE INDV GP (Dialog Group)

VA-PALLI CONS PPS MODULE INDV GP (Dialog Group)

VA-PALLI CONS REVIEW OF SYMPTOMS MODULE INDV GP (Dialog Group)

VA-PALLI CONS SOCIAL HISTORY MODULE INDV GP (Dialog Group)

VA-PALLI CONS SPIRITUAL MODULE INDV GP (Dialog Group)

VA-PALLI CONS WORKLOAD GP (Dialog Group)

VA-TDI DG CONSULT TYPE OF SKIN PROBLEM (Dialog Group)

VA-TDR-DG READER DX PROBLEM B (Dialog Group)

Install reminder dialog and all components with no further changes: **Y//ES**
You will then be returned to this screen. At the **Select Action** prompt, type **Q** to quit.

At the **Select Action** prompt, type **IA** to install the dialog – **VA-AH-BPR PURPOSE STATEMENT**

Select Action: Quit// **IA**  Install All  
All dialog components for **VA-AH-BPR PURPOSE STATEMENT** already exist.
WARNING - some components already used by:  
V7-GP DEP PHQ2 (Dialog Group)
Install reminder dialog and all components with no further changes: Y//ES

You will then be returned to this screen. At the **Select Action** prompt, type **Q** to quit.
At the **Select Action** prompt, type **IA** to install the dialog – **AH-BPR PULMONARY CONSULT RESULTS**

Select Action: Quit// **IA** Install All

All dialog components for AH-BPR PULMONARY CONSULT RESULTS already exist.

WARNING - some components already used by:

V7-GP DEP PHQ2 (Dialog Group)
VA-AH-BPR BACKGROUND HEADER (Dialog Group)
VA-CSP GP DEPRESSION SCREEN PHQ2 (Dialog Group)
VA-DEP PHQ2 (Dialog Group)
VA-GP DEP PHQ-2 (Dialog Group)
VA-PALLI CONS ASSESS/RECOM MODULE INDV GP (Dialog Group)
VA-PALLI CONS CARE PLANNING MODULE INDV GP (Dialog Group)
VA-PALLI CONS CLINICAL PRESENTATION MODULE-INDV GP (Dialog Group)
VA-PALLI CONS INTRO YES GP (Dialog Group)
VA-PALLI CONS PHYSICAL EXAM MODULE INDV GP (Dialog Group)
VA-PALLI CONS PPS MODULE INDV GP (Dialog Group)
VA-PALLI CONS REVIEW OF SYMPTOMS MODULE INDV GP (Dialog Group)
VA-PALLI CONS SOCIAL HISTORY MODULE INDV GP (Dialog Group)
VA-PALLI CONS SPIRITUAL MODULE INDV GP (Dialog Group)
VA-PALLI CONS WORKLOAD GP (Dialog Group)
VA-TDI DG CONSULT TYPE OF SKIN PROBLEM (Dialog Group)
VA-TDR-DG READER DX PROBLEM B (Dialog Group)

Install reminder dialog and all components with no further changes: **Y//ES**
You will then be returned to this screen. At the **Select Action** prompt, type **Q**.

At the **Select Action** prompt, type **IA** to install the dialog – **VA-TEXT INFO SCREEN FOR AAA**

Select Action: Quit// IA   Install All

All dialog components for **VA-TEXT INFO SCREEN FOR AAA** already exist.

**WARNING** - some components already used by:
V7-GP DEP PHQ2 (Dialog Group)
Install reminder dialog and all components with no further changes: Y//ES

You will then be returned to this screen. At the Select Action prompt, type Q to quit.
At the Select Action prompt, type IA to install the dialog – VA-CSP GP ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA 4 REV

Select Action: Quit// IA  Install All

All dialog components for VA-CSP GP ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA 4 REV already exist.

WARNING - some components already used by:
V7-GP DEP PHQ2 (Dialog Group)
VA-AH-BPR BACKGROUND HEADER (Dialog Group)
VA-CSP GP DEPRESSION SCREEN PHQ2 (Dialog Group)
VA-CSP GP ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA REV (Dialog Group)
VA-DEP PHQ2 (Dialog Group)
VA-GP DEP PHQ-2 (Dialog Group)
VA-PALLI CONS ASSESS/RECOM MODULE INDV GP (Dialog Group)
VA-PALLI CONS CARE PLANNING MODULE INDV GP (Dialog Group)
VA-PALLI CONS CLINICAL PRESENTATION MODULE-INDV GP (Dialog Group)
VA-PALLI CONS INTRO YES GP (Dialog Group)
VA-PALLI CONS PHYSICAL EXAM MODULE INDV GP (Dialog Group)
VA-PALLI CONS PPS MODULE INDV GP (Dialog Group)
VA-PALLI CONS REVIEW OF SYMPTOMS MODULE INDV GP (Dialog Group)
VA-PALLI CONS SOCIAL HISTORY MODULE INDV GP (Dialog Group)
VA-PALLI CONS SPIRITUAL MODULE INDV GP (Dialog Group)
VA-PALLI CONS WORKLOAD GP (Dialog Group)
VA-TDI DG CONSULT TYPE OF SKIN PROBLEM (Dialog Group)
VA-TDR-DG READER DX PROBLEM B (Dialog Group)

Install reminder dialog and all components with no further changes: Y// ES
You will then be returned to this screen. At the **Select Action** prompt, type **Q** to quit.

At the **Select Action** prompt, type **IA** to install the dialog – **VA-VANOD GP SKIN PROBLEMS OTHER**

Select Action: **Quit**// **IA**

All dialog components for **VA-VANOD GP SKIN PROBLEMS OTHER** already exist.

**WARNING** - some components already used by:

- **MIW-VANOD GP SKIN PROBLEMS** **YES REASSESS** (Dialog Group)
- **V7-GP DEP PHQ2** (Dialog Group)
Install reminder dialog and all components with no further changes: Y// ES

Packed reminder dialog: VA-VANOD GP SKIN PROBLEMS OTHER
VA-VANOD GP SKIN PROBLEMS OTHER (group) installed from exchange file.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Seq.</th>
<th>Dialog</th>
<th>Findings</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Exists</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>VA-VANOD GP SKIN PROBLEMS OTHER</td>
<td>group</td>
<td>Finding: SKIN PROBLEM - OTHER (HEALTH FACTOR)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5 VA-TEXT RESPONSE REQUIRED</td>
<td>element</td>
<td>Finding: <em>NONE</em></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6 VA-VANOD SKIN PROBLEMS OTHER LIST</td>
<td>element</td>
<td>Finding: <em>NONE</em></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>PXRM VISIT DATE FORCED TODAY</td>
<td>forced</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You will then be returned to this screen. At the **Select Action** prompt, type Q to quit the dialog portion of the installation.

You will then see these prompts:

HEALTH SUMMARY TYPE entry named PALLI VITALS already exists but the packed component is different, what do you want to do?
Select one of the following:

C         Create a new entry by copying to a new name
O         Overwrite the current entry
U         Update
Q         Quit the install
S         Skip, do not install this entry

Enter response: O// Skip, do not install this entry

HEALTH SUMMARY TYPE entry named PALLI WEIGHT already exists but the packed component is different, what do you want to do?

Select one of the following:

C         Create a new entry by copying to a new name
O         Overwrite the current entry
U         Update
Q         Quit the install
S         Skip, do not install this entry

Enter response: O// Skip, do not install this entry

HEALTH SUMMARY TYPE entry named PALLI PHQ2 PH9 already exists but the packed component is different, what do you want to do?

Select one of the following:

C         Create a new entry by copying to a new name
O         Overwrite the current entry
U         Update
Q         Quit the install
S         Skip, do not install this entry

Enter response: O// Skip, do not install this entry

HEALTH SUMMARY TYPE entry named PALLI PROB LIST already exists but the packed component is different, what do you want to do?

Select one of the following:

C         Create a new entry by copying to a new name
O         Overwrite the current entry
U         Update
Q         Quit the install
S         Skip, do not install this entry

Enter response: O// Skip, do not install this entry

HEALTH SUMMARY TYPE entry named AH-BPR PULM CONSULT;1;2Y already exists but the packed component is different, what do you want to do?

Select one of the following:

C         Create a new entry by copying to a new name

Enter response: O// Skip, do not install this entry
Enter response: O over write the current entry
Are you sure you want to overwrite? N YES

HEALTH SUMMARY OBJECTS entry named PALLI VITALS (TIU) already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH SUMMARY OBJECTS entry named PALLI WEIGHTS (TIU) already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH SUMMARY OBJECTS entry named PALLI PHQ2 PHQ9 (TIU) already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH SUMMARY OBJECTS entry named PALLI PROB LIST (TIU) already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

HEALTH SUMMARY OBJECTS entry named AH-BPR PULM CONSULT RESULTS;1;2Y (TIU) already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU DOCUMENT DEFINITION entry named PALLI VITALS (TIU) already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU DOCUMENT DEFINITION entry named PALLI WEIGHTS (TIU) already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU DOCUMENT DEFINITION entry named PALLI PHQ2 PHQ9 (TIU) already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU DOCUMENT DEFINITION entry named PALLI PROB LIST (TIU) already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.

TIU DOCUMENT DEFINITION entry named AH-BPR PULM CONSULT RESULTS;1;2Y already exists and the packed component is identical, skipping.
When the installation is complete, you will be returned to this screen. At the Select Action prompt, type Q to quit.

Install Completed

If there are any questions regarding the installation of the clinical reminder update, please call the national help desk and have them submit a national CA ticket to the Incident Area:

NTL.APP.VISTA.CLINICAL REMINDERS 2_0.
Post Installation

Using the information gathered in the pre-installation step, configure the TIU objects/Health Summary objects/type AH-BPR PULM CONSULT;1;2Y.

**NOTICE:** The GMTSMGR security key is necessary for the staff responsible for mapping the health summary types.

If the following message is displayed when accessing the health summary types you will need to have the GMTSMGR security key added to your profile before beginning:

“Alteration of this summary report is restricted to its owner. See the Clinical Coordinator if you need additional help.”

Using the information that was gathered prior to install, add the appropriate consult result note title to the health Summary Type: AH-BPR PULM CONSULT;1;2Y

Health Summary Maintenance Menu

1  Disable/Enable Health Summary Component
2  Create/Modify Health Summary Components
3  Edit Ad Hoc Health Summary Type
4  Rebuild Ad Hoc Health Summary Type
5  Resequence a Health Summary Type
6  Create/Modify Health Summary Type
7  Edit Health Summary Site Parameters
8  Health Summary Objects Menu ...
9  CPRS Reports Tab ‘Health Summary Types List’ Menu ...
10  CPRS Health Summary Display/Edit Site Defaults ...

Select Health Summary Maintenance Menu Option: 6

Select Health Summary Type: **AH-BPR PULM CONSULT;1;2Y**

AH-Bpr Pulm Consult;1;2y (Pulmonary Consult Results, HS Owner Fahner, Jeff)

OK?  **YES**

WARNING: You are about to edit a Health Summary Type that is being used by a Health Summary Object. Changing the structure of this Health Summary Type will alter how the Object will display.
Do want to continue? NO// YES
NAME: AH-BPR PULM CONSULT;1;2Y Replace
TITLE: Pulmonary Consult Results Replace
SUPPRESS PRINT OF COMPONENTS WITHOUT DATA: yes//
SUPPRESS SENSITIVE PRINT DATA: NO SSN//

Do you wish to copy COMPONENTS from an existing Health Summary Type? YES// NO
Select COMPONENT: SPN PROGRESS NOTES SELECTED SPN
SUMMARY ORDER: 5// 5
OCCURRENCE LIMIT: 1
TIME LIMIT: 2Y
HEADER NAME: Selected Prog Notes// Pulmonary Consult

No selection items chosen.

Select new items one at a time in the sequence you want them displayed.
You may select any number of items.

Select SELECTION ITEM: Enter exact name of progress note title. You can enter more than one at the next prompt if needed.
Select SELECTION ITEM:
Select COMPONENT:
Do you wish to review the Summary Type structure before continuing? NO// YES

The Health Summary Type structure should look similar to this:

Type Name: AH-BPR PULM CONSULT;1;2Y
Title: Pulmonary Consult Results
Owner:
SUPPRESS PRINT OF COMPONENTS WITHOUT DATA: yes
SUPPRESS SENSITIVE PRINT DATA: NO SSN

Max    Hos  ICD    Pro  CPT
Abb  Ord Component Name Occ Time Loc Text Nar Mod Selection
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
SPN  5 Pulmonary consult 1  2Y

RESULT NOTE

PULMONARY CONSULT